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Measurements on microbubbles clearly indicate a relation between the ambient pressure and the
acoustic behavior of the bubble. The purpose of this study was to optimize the sensitivity of ambient
pressure measurements, using the subharmonic component, through microbubble response
simulations. The behavior of two microbubbles corresponding to two different contrast agents was
investigated as a function of driving pulse and ambient overpressure pov. Simulations of Levovist
using a rectangular driving pulse show an almost linear reduction in the subharmonic component as
pov is increased. For a 20 cycle driving pulse, a reduction of 4.6 dB is observed when changing pov

from 0 to 25 kPa. Increasing the pulse duration makes the reduction even clearer. For a pulse with
64 cycles, the reduction is 9.9 dB. This simulation is in good correspondence with measurement
results presented in the literature. Further simulations of Levovist show that also the shape and the
acoustic pressure of the driving pulse are very important factors. The best pressure sensitivity of
Levovist was found to be 0.88 dB/kPa. For Sonazoid, a sensitivity of 1.14 dB/kPa has been found,
although the reduction is not completely linear as a function of the ambient pressure.
© 2009 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.3242359�

PACS number�s�: 43.80.Vj, 43.25.Yw �CCC� Pages: 3350–3358
I. INTRODUCTION

Local blood pressure measurements provide important
information on the state of health of the organs in the human
body and can be used to diagnose severe heart, lung, and
kidney diseases. The pressure is currently measured locally
in arteries and organs by means of a pressure catheter. As this
is an invasive technique, it is inconvenient to the patient,
there is a risk of infection, and the catheter will inevitably
introduce changes to the blood flow and thereby the pressure.
Therefore, many attempts to find a noninvasive procedure
have been made. When evaluating new approaches for non-
invasive local blood pressure measurements, the sensitivity
is a crucial factor. Although the human blood pressure varies
between 0 and approximately 25 kPa �1 kPa=7.5 mm Hg�,
it should still be possible to distinguish pressure differences
as low as 1–3 kPa to measure the blood pressure in the small
veins and arteries. One noninvasive approach that has been
suggested is to perform Doppler echocardiography using a
simplified modification of the Bernoulli equation.1,2 This
method was, however, concluded not to yield reproducible or
reliable results by Strauss et al.3 Another type of approach,
which is still being investigated, is to combine microbubbles
injected into the blood and diagnostic ultrasound.

Bubbles in a fluid can be used for measurement of pres-
sure gradients due to their size dependent oscillations.4–6

Since the introduction of ultrasound contrast agents �UCAs�,
many approaches on how to exploit their ambient pressure
sensitivity have been presented. One of the first to propose
noninvasive measurement of cardiac pressure using an UCA
were Fairbank and Scully4 in 1977. They claimed that the
acoustic properties of the microbubbles change when the size

of the bubbles changes. To measure these changes, they sug-
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gested the use of resonance excitation. However, due to the
large size distribution of the first generation UCAs contain-
ing free bubbles, their results were inconclusive. Other sug-
gestions from that time are by Hok5 in 1981 and Shankar et
al.6 and Newhouse and Shankar7 in 1986. Newhouse and
Shankar showed theoretically and experimentally that accu-
rate bubble size measurements are possible using a double
frequency technique for determination of the sum and differ-
ence frequencies. The rapid dissolution time after injection
of the free air bubbles prevented, however, any practical
implementation.

With the introduction of the more stable second genera-
tion UCAs, the circulation system can now be used to trans-
port the encapsulated microbubbles to the region of interest.
This has initiated new attempts to exploit the ambient pres-
sure dependent acoustic properties that the high compressible
air and gas bubbles possess. Bouakaz et al.8 presented in
1999 an approach for measuring the disappearance time of
free bubbles, which were generated at the region of interest
by rupturing the contrast agent microbubbles using a low-
frequency high acoustic amplitude pulse. From in vitro ex-
periments they concluded the approach to have a resolution
of 6.7 kPa �50 mm Hg�. Later, they suggested that the reso-
lution could be improved by using larger bubbles or by using
wavelet processing or a combination of this.9 No in vivo
results or further investigations have, however, been pre-
sented using this approach yet. Around the same time, Shi et
al.10 observed from experiments that the subharmonic com-
ponent of Levovist is highly sensitive to ambient pressure
changes compared to the fundamental and the second har-
monic component. They reported a 9.9 dB linear decrease in
the peak amplitude of the subharmonic component when in-

creasing the ambient hydrostatic pressure from 0 to 24.8 kPa
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�186 mm Hg�. Furthermore, they found that the ambient
pressure-induced reduction was highest when the acoustic
excitation pressure was around the growth stage of the sub-
harmonic, which occurs when the acoustic driving pressure
causes the subharmonic component to increase rapidly from
background noise level to be clearly visible in the spectrum.
Recently, the same group has presented similar results for
Sonazoid, which was found to have an average decrease of
13.3 dB.11 Furthermore, in 2005 the same group presented in
vivo results for proof of concept of the capabilities of the
subharmonic response.12 As the measurements were per-
formed directly on the abdominal cavity and the aorta by
incision of two dogs, this can hardly be characterized as
noninvasive. However, the results still showed that the sub-
harmonic component decreased as the ambient pressure in-
creased and thereby indicated that the subharmonic response
of UCAs can be used for ambient pressure measurements.
Also in 2005, Adam et al.13 investigated microbubbles’ re-
sponse to cyclic ambient pressure changes by mimicking left
ventricular pressure changes. They found that the subhar-
monic response correlated best with the cyclic changes com-
pared to the fundamental and second harmonic, but also ob-
served a transient delay before this correlation occurred. In
2008, Andersen and Jensen14 presented a new experimental
setup, which more realistically resembles a clinical setting
using a single array transducer. The setup was used to mea-
sure the ambient pressure sensitivity of SonoVue and con-
firmed the previous findings, revealing a pressure sensitivity
of 0.42 dB/kPa. The same group has also investigated the
dependence on the acoustic driving pressure experi-
mentally.15 However, the driving pressure was selected too
high causing bubble destruction, and the investigation was
therefore inconclusive.

Modeling the acoustics of bubbles in a fluid is a still
ongoing investigation, which was initiated by Rayleigh16 in
1917 who studied damages to ship propellers due to bubble
cavitation. In 1933, Minnaert17 explained the characteristic
resonance frequency of free bubbles when he did a theoreti-
cal and experimental study of bubbles’ emission of sound.
Since then, several modifications to the existing models and
new theoretical models on how to predict the behavior of an
oscillating bubble have been presented. Most models are
based on modifications of the Rayleigh–Plesset18 �RP� equa-
tion and are capable of handling shell encapsulating bubbles.
This includes the models used by de Jong and Hoff19 and
Church.20 Other models are based on the modified Herring
equation to describe the radial motion �e.g., Morgan et al.21�.
Recently, Vos et al.22 proposed a novel approach for investi-
gation of full populations of microbubbles’ behavior in
acoustic fields, also based on the modified Herring equation.
The study furthermore included a new method to estimate
the viscoelastic shell properties of UCAs. Existing methods
for this based on the Rayleigh–Plesset equation have been
suggested by de Jong and Hoff19 and de Jong et al.23 and
described further by Hoff.24

Despite the growing number of experiments within hy-
drostatic pressure measurements, no real parameter study in-
vestigating the response of microbubbles in respect to ambi-

ent pressure changes has been performed until now. The
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purpose of this study is to optimize the sensitivity of pressure
measurements through bubble response simulations investi-
gating the complex mechanisms for subharmonic generation.
This is carried out by an extensive number of simulations of
two commercial UCAs. Since the study focused on the effect
of the driving pulse, the parameters of the microbubbles are
fixed in all simulations, whereas several different settings
regarding the excitation pulse were varied. Some part of this
work has been presented at the 2008 SPIE Medical Imaging
Symposium.25

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
the choice of simulation model and parameters used for the
investigation. Furthermore, it also describes the processing
of the simulated response. The achieved results are presented
and discussed in Sec. III. Finally, the investigation is sum-
marized by a conclusion in Sec. IV.

II. THEORY AND METHOD

The investigation has been performed using the MATLAB

�The Math Works Inc., Natick, MA� environment. To carry
out the simulations, the free simulation program BUBBLESIM

by Hoff24 is used. BUBBLESIM is a toolbox that calculates the
oscillation and scattered echo for a specified contrast agent
microbubble and excitation pulse. It numerically solves a
second order ordinary differential equation �ODE� that has
been combined from a set of equations, each equation mod-
eling different parts �bubble, shell, and surrounding liquid� of
the system that makes up a contrast agent microbubble. In
BUBBLESIM, the following four different models are imple-
mented: The RP18 model, the Trilling26 model, the
Keller–Miksis27 model, and a modified version of the RP
model, which is an intermediate model of the RP on one
hand and the Trilling and Keller–Miksis models on the other
hand. The largest disadvantage of the RP model is that it
does not include radiation damping, which is energy loss
caused by radiation of sound. This is accounted for in the
Trilling and the Keller–Miksis models, which both include a
finite but constant speed of sound in the liquid. However,
both the Trilling and Keller–Miksis models have a risk of
becoming numerically unstable when the bubble wall veloc-
ity becomes comparable to the speed of sound �acoustic

Mach numbers, M = Ṙ /c, around unity�. This happens for
high oscillation amplitudes and causes the models to have an
unphysical negative inertia. Instead, Hilgenfeldt and Lohse28

suggested a modified version of the RP model that includes
the radiation damping term from the Trilling and Keller–
Miksis models. This is also used in the modified version
implemented in BUBBLESIM, which is the model selected for
the parameter investigation. It was chosen because of its nu-
merical stability, which is important when doing many simu-
lations spanning a wide range of variable changes. The
model is based on the theoretical description of mi-
crobubbles as air-filled particles with surface layers of elastic
solids presented by Church20 and later derived by Hoff24 to

describe a polymeric microbubble:
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In Eq. �1�, �L is the surrounding liquid density, a�t� and ae

are the instantaneous and equilibrium outer bubble radii, re-
spectively, ȧ=da /dt denotes derivation with respect to time
t, pGe is the pressure in the gas inside the bubble at equilib-
rium, � is the polytropic exponent of the gas, pov is the
hydrostatic pressure in the surrounding liquid, pac�t� is the
driving acoustic pressure, �L and �S are the shear viscosities
in the liquid and shell, respectively, dSe is the shell thickness,
and GS is the shell shear modulus. Rewriting Eq. �1� in a
simplified form gives
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denotes the stress across the shell. The left hand side of Eq.
�2� represents the inertia of the liquid due to the oscillating
bubble while the right hand side denotes the damping vis-
cous and restoring stiffness forces. The pressure in the gas at
equilibrium pGe is equal to the hydrostatic pressure in the
liquid and a term caused by surface tension.20 However, to
prevent immediate bubble shrinkage upon formation, the
shell strain is assumed to counteract the latter part; hence
pGe= pov. Finally, from Eq. �4� it is seen that the model re-
quires the viscous and elastic properties of the shell de-
scribed by �S and GS. These must, however, be estimated
experimentally as described below.

Any numerical solver can be used to solve the ODE in
Eq. �1�. In this study, the solver of variable order from 1 to 5
has been selected as it should be more reliable and stable for
solving situations where the differential equation becomes
stiff.24 This occurs, for example, when the bubble radius
changes slowly during the expansion phase but goes through
very fast changes in radius and velocity under compression.
The choices on simulation model and numerical solver, as
well as other general setup parameters, for the simulations in
this study are summarized in Table I.

In this study, a batch mode for BUBBLESIM has been
created as this gives a bit more control and, more impor-
tantly, it makes it possible to perform multiple simulations
automatically, which is essential in a parameter study like
this. Furthermore, one modification has been made to BUB-

BLESIM. In its original form, it is not possible to change the
ambient overpressure parameter denoted by pov in Eq. �1�.

Since this is crucial when investigating microbubbles’ sensi-
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tivity to ambient pressure changes, this feature has been en-
abled by small modifications to the source code.

While the bubble size distribution can be determined
with a multisizer, it is somewhat more difficult to specify the
elastic and viscous shell parameters. One way to do this is to
perform a combination of experiments and model fitting as
described by Hoff and co-workers.19,23,24 This will, however,
only give an estimate of proper designations, and usually an
interval for some of the parameters is given. The procedure
has been used by Yu et al.29 and Hoff24 to estimate suitable
parameters for the commercial contrast agents Levovist
�Schering AG, Berlin, Germany� and Sonazoid �GE Health-
care, Oslo, Norway�, respectively. These values used in the
investigation were fixed for all simulations and are listed in
Table II. Before a simulation can be carried out, a driving
pulse must be selected. Since the emphasis of this study was
to optimize the subharmonic sensitivity to ambient pressure
changes as a function of the excitation pulse, a large number
of different driving pulses were examined. The driving pulse
was generated based on four different characteristics being
the center frequency fc, the number of pulse cycles Nc, the
maximum acoustic pressure pac, and the shape of the pulse.
The possible designations used for the investigation are
listed in the upper part of Table III. The center frequency was
selected based on a preliminary study optimizing the energy
of the subharmonic component to the fundamental, as shown
for Sonazoid in Fig. 1. Figure 1�a� shows the energy of the
subharmonic component as a function of the driving fre-
quency. As can be seen, the energy peaks and is approxi-
mately the same for all driving frequencies displayed. Look-
ing at the ratio of the subharmonic energy to the energy of
the fundamental component in Fig. 1�b�, however, shows that
the subharmonic component is greater than the fundamental
at two of the displayed frequencies. Therefore, fc

=2.46 MHz was selected as the driving frequency when
simulating the Sonazoid microbubble. As can be seen from
Table III, 30 different settings for the acoustic pressure are
used. This was decided to ensure determination of the growth
stage of the subharmonic component with a reasonable pre-
cision. Although an acoustic pressure of 950 kPa will prob-

TABLE I. List of simulation parameters regarding the general setup of
BUBBLESIM.

Parameter Designation

ODE solver ODE15s
Simulation model Modified Rayleigh–Plesset
Thermal damping Isothermal
Liquid Water

TABLE II. List of the parameters from Yu et al. �Ref. 29� and Hoff �Ref. 24�
used to describe the two different types of bubbles for the simulations in
BUBBLESIM.

Contrast
agent

Bubble radius
��m�

Shell thickness
�nm�

Shear modulus
�MPa�

Shear viscosity
�Pa s�

Levovist 3.0 6.0 80 1.3
Sonazoid 3.2 4.0 52 0.99
rsen and J. A. Jensen: Ambient pressure sensitivity of microbubbles
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ably destroy the microbubbles in real measurements, the high
values were selected to cover the entire range of subhar-
monic growth and saturation. The bottom row of Table III
lists the designations of the ambient overpressures which
were used in the simulations. As can be seen, the range cov-
ers the interval between 0 and 25 kPa in steps of 5 kPa. In
this way, the most common human blood pressure values are
covered. Combining all the parameters in Table III gives a
total of 3600 different simulations for each contrast agent.

When BUBBLESIM has completed a simulation, the simu-
lated scattered pressure calculated 1 m from the center of the
bubble is returned and the Fourier transformation is applied.
Next, a search for the fundamental �f0�, the first subharmonic
� 1

2 f0�, and the second harmonic �2f0� component is per-
formed, and the energy of each component is calculated. The
center frequencies of the harmonic bands were selected as
multiples of the emitted center frequency fc. It should, how-
ever, be noted that initial simulations show that the fre-
quency of the subharmonic component shifts slightly as the
acoustic driving pressure is increased. The energy has been
chosen over the peak amplitude since this is a more robust
measure. The bandwidth to calculate the energy within was
selected as the �10 dB bandwidth of the excitation pulse.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section presents the results obtained through the
simulation study. First, the fundamental, subharmonic, and

TABLE III. List of parameters used in combination with the contrast agents
agent.

Parameter D

fc 2.06 2.46
Nc 1 2 5 10
pac 100 150 200 250 2

425 450 475 500 5
725 750 775 800 8

Pulse shape “Rectangular” “Hanning”
pov 0 5 10 15

2.42 2.44 2.46 2.48 2.5 2.52 2.54

55

60

65

70
(a)

E
ne

rg
y,

f su
b

[d
B

]

2.42 2.44 2.46 2.48 2.5 2.52 2.54

−3
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b/f 0

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� shows the energy of the subharmonic component
as a function of emitted frequency, while �b� shows the relation of the

subharmonic to the fundamental component.
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second harmonic dependences on acoustic pressure will be
presented. This is a natural step for two reasons. First of all,
generation of the subharmonic component must be ensured
before looking into the ambient pressure dependency. An-
other reason is to see at which acoustic pressures the growth
stage of the subharmonic occurs for the two types of mi-
crobubbles. Along with this investigation, the scattered re-
sponses and spectra have been examined to ensure useful
responses and proper selection of the bandwidth intervals to
calculate the energy of the respective frequency components
within. Since these results are rather trivial and take up a lot
of space, only a few selected examples are presented in this
section. In Sec. III B, the influence of ambient overpressure
will be examined.

A. Dependence on acoustic pressure

Figure 2 shows the energy of the subharmonic, funda-
mental, and second harmonic components of Sonazoid as a
function of acoustic pressure when a rectangular driving
pulse for a different number of cycles is used. Each curve has
been normalized by 88 dB, which corresponds to the maxi-
mum energy observed among all simulations for both agents.
Examining the subharmonic component, three characteristic

in Table II. Combining all settings gives 3600 simulations in total for each

ation Unit

MHz
32 48 64 128 256 cycles
300 325 350 375 400 kPa
575 600 650 675 700
850 875 900 925 950

25 kPa
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Energy as a function of acoustic pressure for Son-
azoid. The driving pulse is a rectangular shaped sinusoid. Upper left graph
shows the subharmonic behavior, upper right shows the first harmonic, and
lower left presents the behavior of the second harmonic component. Each
curve represents a different number of cycles in the driving pulse, as dis-
listed

esign

20
75
50
25

20
played in the legend to the lower right in the figure.
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stages are clearly observed. In the occurrence stage for
acoustic pressures below 300 kPa, the subharmonic is weak
compared to the other components. For acoustic pressures in
the interval between 300 and 425 kPa, the subharmonic in-
creases rapidly, and this part can be characterized as the
growth stage. This interval is in good agreement with mea-
surements by Sarkar et al.30 who investigated the scattered
response of Sonazoid at different driving pressures and fre-
quencies. When increasing the acoustic pressure further, the
growth eases off and can be compared to the saturation stage
observed in measurements. Finally, when the acoustic pres-
sure exceeds 875 kPa the energy decreases again. At these
levels, the corresponding spectra look noisy, indicating a
stage of chaos. The pattern is the same for pulses of other
lengths than displayed here, although the subharmonic com-
ponent cannot be distinguished from the fundamental for
driving pulses smaller than 5 cycles. The chaotic behavior at
high acoustic pressure levels predicted in the simulations is
actually in good correspondence with experimental results of
free bubbles achieved by Lauterborn and Cramer.31 Looking
at the fundamental, it increases almost linearly as expected.
However, a slight drop is seen in the pressure interval corre-
sponding to the growth stage of the subharmonic.

When the shape of the driving pulse is changed by ap-
plying a Hanning window, especially the subharmonic and
second harmonic change behavior, as can be seen in Fig. 3.
Regarding the subharmonic component, the three stage pat-
tern is the same as observed for the rectangular driving pulse,
although the interval of the growth period seems to have
increased. This makes sense since less energy is transmitted
using a Hanning shaped driving pulse compared to a rectan-
gular signal of the same acoustic strength. Another interest-
ing observation is that the acoustic pressure interval of the
growth stage now is more dependent on the length of the
driving pulse. The same pulse length dependent behavior is
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Energy as a function of acoustic pressure for Son-
azoid. The driving pulse is a Hanning shaped sinusoid. Upper left graph
shows the subharmonic behavior, upper right shows the first harmonic, and
lower left presents the behavior of the second harmonic component. Each
curve represents a different number of cycles in the driving pulse, as dis-
played in the legend to the lower right in the figure.
also seen for the second harmonic component. The funda-
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mental, on the other hand, does not seem to be affected much
although the small drop in energy observed for the rectangu-
lar driving pulse is hardly visible anymore.

The results for the simulations of Levovist as a function
of acoustic pressure using a rectangular driving pulse are
shown in Fig. 4�a�. Once again, the three stage behavior of
the subharmonic component is observed. However, now the
growth stage occurs in the interval from 600 to 900 kPa.
Although the increase in energy is the same, the interval is at
much higher acoustic levels than experimental results
achieved by Shi et al.,10 who observed it to be between 300
and 600 kPa for a custom designed �in vitro batch� suspen-
sion of Levovist using a 64 cycle rectangular driving pulse
with a center frequency of 2.0 MHz. Possible reasons for this
deviation can be the selection of the shell parameters itself,
the difference in UCA suspension when determining the shell
parameters, or the different excitation frequencies used. The
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Energy as a function of acoustic pressure for Levo-
vist. The driving pulse is a rectangular shaped �a� and a Hanning shaped �b�
sinusoid, respectively. Upper left graph shows the subharmonic behavior,
upper right shows the first harmonic, and lower left presents the behavior of
the second harmonic component. Each curve represents a different number
of cycles in the driving pulse, as displayed in the legend to the lower right in
the figure.
fundamental and second harmonics more closely resemble
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the obtained measurement results. The simulations of Levo-
vist using a Hanning shaped excitation pulse indicate that it
is very hard to generate the subharmonic component for this
type of driving pulse, see Fig. 4�b�. In fact, the subharmonic
component is hardly visible in any of the spectra, not even at
the very high driving pressures. Regarding the fundamental
and second harmonic components, they are similar to what
was observed using the rectangular driving pulse.

Except, possibly, for the last setup, common for all the
simulations is that the subharmonic component has a thresh-
old and is present only above a certain acoustic pressure.
This observation was also reported by Prosperetti32 who ex-
amined this experimentally on free bubbles and, as men-
tioned, by Shi et al.10 In contrast to the threshold behavior of
the subharmonic, the higher harmonics seem to be present to
various degrees for all driving pressures.

Finally, one interesting observation regarding the scat-
tered pressure, when using the Hanning shaped driving pulse
for excitation of Sonazoid, should be noted. When the driv-
ing pressure is increased to a level where the subharmonic is
generated, the scattered response suddenly changes charac-
teristics halfway in the pulse, as shown in Fig. 5�a�. In the
first half, the traditional harmonic distortion is clearly ob-
served but no subharmonics. Halfway in the signal, the char-
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Example of scattered pressure �a� and its correspond-
ing spectrum �b� when using a Hanning shaped driving pulse. Sonazoid is
used and the excitation is a 20 cycle Hanning shaped signal with a center
frequency of 2 MHz and an acoustic pressure of 525 kPa.
acteristic oscillation at twice the driving period is seen and
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continues for the rest of the scattered response. As can be
seen from the corresponding spectrum in Fig. 5�b�, this is
what gives rise to the sub- and ultraharmonics.

B. Dependence of overpressure

In this section, the simulation results achieved when
changing the ambient overpressure will be shown. Figure 6
shows an example of how the scattered spectrum changes
when the ambient pressure is the only parameter that is
changed from one simulation to another. The example is for
Levovist when driven by a rectangular pulse with 32 cycles
and an acoustic pressure of 800 kPa. In Fig. 6�a�, the scat-
tered spectrum is shown when no pressure is seen and Fig.
6�b� shows the spectrum when an overpressure of 25 kPa is
applied. Comparing the two spectra, a clear reduction in the
subharmonic component at 1 MHz is observed. No theoreti-
cal explanation for the subharmonic sensitivity to the sur-
rounding pressure has yet been presented. However, it is
likely to believe that increased damping and, perhaps, mi-
crobubble stiffness are the main mechanisms for this prop-
erty as they control how the bubble oscillates.32

Figure 7 shows the effect on the subharmonic compo-
nent when the pulse length is varied. It displays the energy of
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Example of spectrum of scattered response from
excitation of microbubble corresponding to Levovist. The driving pulse is a
32 cycle rectangular shaped signal with a center frequency of fc

=2.06 MHz and an acoustic pressure of Pac=800 kPa. �a� is when no over-
pressure is applied and �b� shows the response when an overpressure of 25
kPa is applied.
the subharmonic component when using the same setup as
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used to create Fig. 6. There is a clear tendency for all pulse
lengths that the energy decreases as the overpressure is in-
creased. Furthermore, the total decrease in energy also seems
to be dependent on the number of cycles in the driving pulse.
An explanation for this is probably found having Figs. 2–4,
which displayed the subharmonic response simulated at 0 Pa,
in mind. These indicated that a longer driving pulse gener-
ates more subharmonic energy. However, when the ambient
pressure is increased to 25 kPa, the bubble is compressed to
a degree that hardly allows any subharmonic oscillations.
This theory is corroborated when looking at the last ambient
pressure setting in Fig. 7, indicating almost the same amount
of subharmonic energy disregarding the pulse length. One
final thing that should be noted from Fig. 7 is that it also
indicates that the decrease is not completely linear in all
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pressure of 800 kPa. The energy is displayed as a function of ambient
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in the driving pulse, as indicated by the legend.
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cases. For easy comparison of the change in energy for the
different simulation setups, Fig. 8 shows the energy of the
three frequency components as function of ambient overpres-
sure when each simulation has been normalized to their re-
spective maximum. Looking at the results for the fundamen-
tal, it is seen that this component is not affected by ambient
pressure changes. The second harmonic seems to be affected
and increases about 5 dB, slightly dependent on the pulse
length. This increase is quite in contradiction to the experi-
ments by Shi et al.,10 who excited Levovist in the growth
stage using a 64 cycle rectangular pulse. They found that the
second harmonic decreases by 1.8 dB over the same ambient
pressure interval. The explanation for this discrepancy is not
clear as the increase in second harmonic energy is a clear
trend from all the simulations performed in this study. When
examining the subharmonic in Fig. 8, a highly pulse length
dependent decrease is observed. As the number of pulse
cycles is increased, the reduction in energy also increases.
However, the decrease becomes less linear as the pulse
length increases. For the driving pulse with 64 cycles, a de-
crease of 9.9 dB is found. This amount of reduction is in
good agreement with similar experimental results by Shi et
al.,10 who measured a reduction of 9.6 dB using a center
frequency of 2 MHz and a driving pressure of 0.39 MPa
corresponding to the subharmonic growth interval of the cur-
rent batch.

Figure 9 shows the ambient pressure sensitivity of the
subharmonic component when the ambient pressure is in-
creased from 0 to 25 kPa. The sensitivity corresponds to the
absolute reduction divided by 25 and is shown as a function
of the acoustic pressure and number of pulse cycles. Figure 9
thereby summarizes 252 of the most promising simulations
of Levovist. Furthermore, to get a measure of the linearity
between the energy of the subharmonic component and the
overpressure, a straight line has been fitted using linear re-
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gression for each simulation setup when only the overpres-
sure is changed. Next, the correlation coefficient r has been
calculated to see how well a linear relationship between sub-
harmonic energy and ambient overpressure can be assumed.
The respective correlation coefficients are shown to the right
in Fig. 9. Figure 9 shows very clearly two characteristics:
The optimal driving pressure is 775 kPa, which is in the
upper end of the growth stage of the subharmonic compo-
nent. Lower acoustic pressures do not generate as much sub-
harmonic energy while higher driving pressures cause poorer
sensitivity due to saturation. Furthermore, the sensitivity is
increased as the driving pulse length is increased. This indi-
cates, unfortunately, that a compromise between axial reso-
lution and pressure sensitivity exists. The correlation coeffi-
cients to the right in Fig. 9 indicate a very good linearity. In
fact, it can be seen that the two lowest coefficients are actu-
ally for the two simulations in Fig. 8 with 256 and 128
cycles, respectively. The rest of the coefficients are all equal
to or above r=0.97. The maximum sensitivity for Levovist
was achieved using a rectangular pulse of 256 cycles with a
driving pressure of 775 kPa. Using this setting, a reduction in
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FIG. 9. �Color online� Ambient pressure sensitivity of the subharmonic
component for Levovist when the ambient pressure is increased from 0 to 25
kPa. The sensitivity is shown as a function of acoustic pressure and number
of cycles in the rectangular driving pressure. To the right, the respective
correlation coefficients, when using a linear regression model, are shown.
the subharmonic energy was simulated to be 22.0 dB �r
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=0.99�, giving a pressure sensitivity of 0.88 dB/kPa. For a
shorter driving pulse with 64 cycles, the best pressure sensi-
tivity was found to be 0.49 dB/kPa �r=1.0�.

Examining the results for Sonazoid gives the same indi-
cations as for Levovist, although the results are not as sym-
metric around a certain acoustic pressure. However, once
again there is a clear tendency that a specific acoustic pres-
sure in the upper end of the growth stage will optimize the
ambient pressure sensitivity. Furthermore, the simulations
also indicate the same relation between sensitivity and pulse
length. The findings for Sonazoid are summarized in Fig. 10,
which is the same as Fig. 9 for Levovist. Using a rectangular
driving pulse with 256 cycles, a maximum pressure sensitiv-
ity of 1.14 dB/kPa �r=0.96� was found. For a driving pulse
with 64 cycles, the best sensitivity was found to be 0.65
dB/kPa with a linear correlation coefficient of r=0.99.

IV. CONCLUSION

A simulation study consisting of 7200 simulations has
been carried out to investigate and optimize the subharmonic
response sensitivity to ambient pressure changes. Two differ-
ent types of ultrasound contrast agents, corresponding to
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FIG. 10. �Color online� Ambient pressure sensitivity of the subharmonic
component for Sonazoid when the ambient pressure is increased from 0 to
25 kPa. It is shown as a function of acoustic pressure and number of cycles
in the rectangular driving pressure.
Levovist and Sonazoid, were simulated. While the param-
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eters of the microbubbles were kept fixed, the parameters
describing the driving pulse and ambient overpressure were
changed in each simulation.

Simulations show that the subharmonic component is
more easily generated using a rectangular shaped driving
pulse compared to a Hanning shaped signal. For the case of
Levovist, it was not possible to generate the subharmonic
using the Hanning shaped excitation even for very high
acoustic driving pressures. This dissimilarity in responses
makes a study of the differences in shell properties of Levo-
vist and Sonazoid interesting.

Investigations of the subharmonic energy as function of
ambient overpressure showed two tendencies very clearly:
The amount of reduction in energy of the subharmonic com-
ponent is dependent on acoustic driving pressure and peaks
when the acoustic pressure is in the upper end of the growth
stage. Second, the investigations also showed a clear relation
between the amount of energy reduction and length of the
driving pulse. Simulations of Levovist indicate a linear
change in energy of the subharmonic component as a func-
tion of ambient overpressure. Changing the overpressure
from 0 to 25 kPa indicates pressure sensitivities of 0.49 and
0.88 dB/kPa for a rectangular driving pulse with 64 and 256
cycles, respectively. For Sonazoid, the sensitivities were
found to be 0.65 and 1.14 dB/kPa when using the same ex-
citation pulses as for Levovist.
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